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Foreword by
Sister Lucy Dunne
This year saw so many
highlights, including the
conclusion of Pope Francis’
Year of Mercy.
Clients, volunteers, and staff
celebrated together, as a small
group were blessed to be invited
to join Pope Francis, in Rome on
10 November 2016, to celebrate
the end of the Year of Mercy.
We must live by Pope Francis’
example and be a missionary
church; putting love into action
and humbling ourselves for
others.
Cornerstone continues to grow
and develop, doing exactly that,
and this year we have helped
and supported hundreds of
people in all sorts of ways. I am
grateful every day for the
selfless love provided by my
team, our volunteers, and our
benefactors who make
Cornerstone possible.
Unfortunately, it seems that the
need continues to grow greater
than ever, and so we must
continue to ask the Lord to
continue to bless us in our work
each day.
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A Teaching of the Pope
“Take care of weakest brothers and
sisters; ... Namely, take care of the
elderly, the sick, the hungry, the
homeless and foreigners because
we will be judged on this.”
Address of His Holiness
Pope Francis
Paul VI Audience Hall
Monday, 22 December 2014

A Message from
the Right Reverend
John Arnold, Bishop of Salford
“I am very grateful to all those who, in so many and varied ways, assist in the work of
Cornerstone. It is a disgrace that, in our prosperous City of Manchester, with all its wealth
and technological advances, there should be the shocking reality of homelessness. Despite
the additional provision of night-shelters, the numbers sleeping rough on our streets
continues to increase with growing numbers of people, particularly young men and women,
who have no place to call a home.
Cornerstone is putting the Gospel into
action and there is every reason to be
proud of its achievements. It provides a
community and a friendly welcome,
together with essential food, clothing
and facilities. It restores dignity to
people who have been marginalised
and forgotten. It is sad that there is a
need for such projects and tragic that
the need is increasing. Be proud of
your contribution in making
Cornerstone work for others and
providing hope.”
The Right Reverend John Stanley Kenneth Arnold
Eleventh Bishop of Salford
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Mission Statement
Our mission, inspired by Christian values, is to
Create a safe, caring environment, where each person is valued and respected …
Our day centre in Hulme, on the outskirts of Manchester City Centre, is open from 10:30am
until 4pm every weekday. With an 'open door' policy, we offer a welcoming, safe, inclusive,
and relaxed environment for vulnerable adults. We are here to talk, listen, and offer
accommodation to people in our ‘safe haven’ each night - who would otherwise have
nowhere to call home.
… which provides services and facilities to help adults manage their own lives …
Cornerstone provides the most basic of needs to restore dignity. Our day begins with
breakfast at 10:30am; we serve lunch to over 200 people; our showers, laundry facilities and
shop are in continual use; we provide haircuts and free eye tests; and we put people in touch
with professionals in health and social care in the form of emergency support every day.
… minimising the effects of poverty, distress, social exclusion or illness.
The activities run in the centre each week range from encouraging social interaction,
celebrating talents and learning new skills, through to teaching people how to read and write
or acquire formal English language qualifications – to get people back on their feet with the
hope of a better future.
1. Aims
To meet the needs of homeless, disadvantaged and isolated adults, by providing a basic
service, which will enhance their quality of life. Cornerstone gives companionship, support
and practical help, and facilitates access to other statutory and voluntary services.
2. Objectives
The aims will be met by:
• Creating a welcoming, safe and relaxed environment for anyone visiting the centre.
• Providing an opportunity for users to discuss their needs.
• Providing low cost food at the centre or in the form of food parcels.
• Promoting personal hygiene amongst the Centre users through the provision of shower,
shaving and laundry facilities.
• Providing good quality clothing at a very low cost or free (as appropriate).
• Assisting with the provision of basic health care and access to, and liaison with, local
health services.
• Providing facilities for social, leisure and educational activities for users of the Centre.
• Liaising with other organisations, voluntary and statutory, and by directing users of the
centre to such other agencies or resources when appropriate.
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3. Ethos
The Centre has an ‘open door’ policy to aid and assist homeless and disadvantaged people.
The centre operates with a Christian ethos and an equal opportunities policy, which does not
countenance discrimination of any kind.
The Christian ethos is central to the way the service is delivered. The core values are shared
by other faiths and philosophies of life.
4. Values
• Respect the dignity of each person.
• Assist the disadvantaged in our society.
• Create an atmosphere of calm, warmth
and welcome.
• Develop relationships of respect, not
condescension.
• Be open to change, to the views of
others, and to social concerns, and
then allow these to inform our actions.
Our Inspiration
“When the Son of Man comes in his glory, escorted by all the angels, then he will take his seat
on his throne of glory. All the nations will be assembled before him and he will separate men
one from another as the shepherd separates sheep from goats. He will place the sheep on his
right hand and the goats on his left. Then the King will say to those on his right hand, “Come,
you whom my Father has blessed, take for your heritage the kingdom prepared for you since
the foundation of the world. For I was hungry and you gave me food; I was thirsty and you
gave me drink; I was a stranger and you made me welcome; naked and you clothed me, sick
and you visited me, in prison and you came to see me”. Then the virtuous will say to him in
reply, “Lord, when did we see you hungry and feed you; or thirsty and give you drink? When
did we see you a stranger and make you welcome; naked and clothe you; sick or in prison and
go to see you?” And the King will answer, “I tell you solemnly, insofar as you did this to one of
the least of these brothers of mine, you did it to me”.
(Matthew 25:31-40)
He stood to read and they handed Him the Scroll of The Prophet Isiah ... He found the place
where it was written:
The spirit of the Lord had been given to me;
He has sent me to bring the Good News to the poor,
To proclaim liberty to captives,
And to the blind new sight;
To set the downtrodden free,
To proclaim the Lord’s year of favour.
(Luke 3:17-19)
Annual Report 2016 – 2017
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A Brief History
In 1991, Canon O’Connor was inundated with people coming to his door for refreshment and
financial help. He asked Sr. Pauline Gaughan if she could help him address a low profile yet
important challenge: the growing number of single adults, mainly men, homeless or without
a settled address, penniless, hungry and adrift in the city centre. With a task force of highly
motivated and resourceful women and men, and a porta-cabin donated by St. Bede’s College,
a small café opened at the back of St. Augustine’s Parish Church in All Saints to provide a
sandwich, drink and time to listen.
Thus, Cornerstone was born. The experience the Joseph Cox Charity had gained from setting
up the Morning Star Hostel and Mary and Joseph House came together with the resources
from Kennedy Construction. The apostolic drive of the Daughters of Charity, particularly
Sr. Pauline Gaughan, and the inspiration of the Divine Word, elaborated in Chapter 25 of
St. Matthew’s Gospel, turned the half sheet of foolscap to a living and breathing mission,
within a matter of months.
There has been enormous growth and change over the last few years. The service developed,
and the operation moved to the current location on Denmark Road. Sr. Lucy Dunne took
charge in 2002, caring for each individual on a personal basis.
We have seen lives changed and miracles taking place. Our outreach team supports people in
the community, and people are loved, as family.
From providing a sandwich, drink and time to listen, Cornerstone has developed into
something we could never have imagined; serving hundreds of clients daily with the loyal
support of approximately 150 volunteers, donations from individuals, schools, churches,
charities, religious groups, and commercial organisations. Cornerstone goes from strength to
strength today
because of the
kindness and
support of so
many; and will
keep on
serving, trusting
that God will, as
ever, provide.
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Section One
Day Centre

Section one – Day Centre

THANK YOU
CORNERSTONE
WHAT A BLESSING!
When I came across Cornerstone.
A haven of help and love for all.
Where Marjorie’s Monday morning homily,
and Tom’s rendering of ‘Oh Lord my God’ sets
one up for the week. Sr. Lucy, Angela and their
host of dedicated staff and voluntary workers
do their utmost, and succeed in making
everyone, regardless of religion, race, gender
feel respected, loved,
and welcome. God Bless them all.
John
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Our Services
Cornerstone provides a safe and warm environment in
which our clients can access our services. Food,
clothing, and washing facilities are available for those
that need them:
 Food and drink served throughout the day.
o Breakfast: 10.30 – 11.30 toast, jams, spreads,
porridge, cereal, fresh fruit
o Lunch: 12.30 – 3.30 soup and bread, sandwiches,
hot meals, desserts, fresh fruit
 Shower facilities, haircuts, access to health services
 Optician appointments every Monday - free eye tests and spectacles
 Dental checks and referrals to dentist if treatment is required.
Some of the special activities delivered
throughout the week are:
 Monday: prayer meeting, bingo/quiz,
English classes
 Tuesday: activity afternoon – art, crafts,
sewing, table tennis, jigsaws
 Wednesday: cookery and hygiene
classes; English classes.
 Thursday: English classes of various
levels.
 Friday: English classes.
 We also offer occasional off-site activities
such as walks or visits to museums.
Social Support
In the day centre we endeavour to support
our clients and help them manage their own
lives.
This typically involves providing advice,
support and referrals regarding
accommodation, benefits, access to health
services and employment. We provide:
 Access to a telephone.
 Computer suite with internet access.
 Support with use of computers and basic
IT training, and preparation of CVs.
8
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Outreach
Cornerstone provides outreach support with specific
clients, often those with whom we have a long-term
relationship. This may involve visiting them in
hospital, prison or home or supporting them with
court visits.
Night Shelter
Over the last two years, our services have developed
and we have now become two projects –
‘Cornerstone Day Centre’ and ‘Safe Haven’ night
shelter. This came out of necessity – there were very
few places to place homeless people. We are
registered with Manchester City Council as a night
shelter/accommodation provider. We provide
accommodation, supper and breakfast, support and
encourage people to move on. Thankfully, many
clients during the last year have moved on into flats,
found employment, and turned their lives around.
It is a miracle that this service has developed in such
a short time. It is another example of Cornerstone
doing small things with great love for all.
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Support for Finding Accommodation and Seeking Job
Azad and Julian manage the computer room and help to
train people. Twenty people are currently employed to
offer this support. We help people register online on
job websites, create and upload CVs, and teach them how
to apply for work on their own. We help them claim
job seekers’ allowance and housing benefit, apply for
bank accounts and driving licences, book appointments
with job centres, and arrange travel documents.
Basic Life Skills Training
We provide basic life skills
training including cookery
and hygiene classes on
Wednesdays. The
participants enjoy it very
much!
Activities Day
Our activities
afternoon each
Tuesday is proving
to be a great
success.
Everyone enjoys
table tennis,
draughts, chess,
scrabble, art,
sewing, computing,
book club, jigsaws
or meditation; and
all in a great
atmosphere,
competing against
each other. There
are champions,
who are
outstanding in
chess and table
tennis. It is great to
see so many happy
smiling faces every
Tuesday afternoon.
10
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Azad’s Story

Life Story

It was 28 years ago, from a bleak, marginalised, oppressive, corrupt and racially
discriminated region that I came to life. The most basic of civil, political, educational,
social and economic rights were denied to us; as basic as speaking our own language,
yet I learnt two more, Arabic and English. I started teaching English from 2010 to
2011. By the end of the year, I completed my BA in English Language Literature. In
2012 I fled from Syria, walking 8 hours to Iraqi Kurdistan as I refused to do
compulsory military service. After suffering many difficult and life threatening
circumstances, I decided to leave for the UK. I chose the UK as I already spoke
English, this would make life easier, help me to make new friends and relationships
to integrate into the new society, in the hope of completing my studies.
In less than 3 months I got my visa, while in Cardiff. Meanwhile, I was looking for jobs
and contacting universities. The Home Office asked me to leave my accommodation
after 28 days, so I became homeless. It was very difficult to start a new life without
knowing about the law. One cannot open a bank account without having an address
and one cannot get paid benefit without having an account. It is almost impossible to
rent a house without a work contract. I left for Manchester and presented myself to
Cornerstone, and here is where everything started to sort itself out. It was here that I
began my new life.
Every member of staff has touched or left a fingerprint on my life and success. Julie,
with her kindness, Julian and Howard for their continuous support, the angel Sister
Lucy with her love, the friendly Marjorie and Ann with their smiles, and lastly Angela
(you can delete letter A at the end) the very hard-working lady, who comes first and
leaves last, with her inspiration, selflessness and endless support. They make a
proper family that I feel better working with than staying alone at home at
weekends. To pay their kindness back, I volunteered for 6 months at Cornerstone
and they raised me from
homelessness to be a staff
member helping
vulnerable people with
the same issues I had.
With their support, I got
my own flat and I have
been awarded a
scholarship to do a
Master’s degree in
Business Administration at
Warwick University in
September.
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At a Glance

Did you
know…?
In the last
twelve months,
we have served

Nationalities of Service Users
Iraqi
1%

Latvia
1%

Czech
1%
Other
16%

Romanian
2%
Eritrean
2%

British
54%

Syrian
3%
Iran
4%

Irish
4%

12

Polish
5%

Sudanese
7%
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Can you
help…?
We constantly
require
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Special Thanks to Our Volunteers
We have around 150 volunteers! We are amazed at how the numbers have grown during the
last 26 years, and it is incredible how so many people continue to work with us week to week:
Reliable, committed, compassionate, and dedicated to the needs of those less fortunate. The
Lord provides all that we need for our centre, most especially our volunteers.
Who would imagine that when Cornerstone began 26 years ago, in a small porta-cabin
behind St Augustine’s church, with a handful of people willing to help, that it would grow in
such a magnificent way? Sr. Pauline and Canon O’Connor would be amazed.
As we continue to develop and add services to Cornerstone, a suitable volunteer will arrive
for the role to be filled. Not by coincidence, perhaps, a God incidence. YOU!
Our volunteers, all with a gift to offer. Many have been with us from the start, 26 years and
still going strong. This shows how special this place is to so many. We began by offering a
sandwich, a drink and a listening ear, and a haircut to the homeless and vulnerable of
Manchester. Little did we know we would continue to develop into two projects! We
continue as normal with ‘Cornerstone Day Centre’ and we now provide accommodation as
well. We have called our recent project ‘Safe Haven’ both projects work smoothly together
and complement each other.
We thank all our magnificent, kind-hearted volunteers; without whose support Cornerstone
would not exist. It is inspiring to see how our volunteers all enjoy working with Cornerstone,
giving time and love so generously. What would our ‘Cornerstone family’ do without you?
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Larry’s Story

Life Story

Larry first came into Cornerstone about twenty years ago when it was at the rear of
St Augustine’s church, All Saints.
Larry used to bring food from his local church. Then we moved to Denmark Road.
Larry and his wife, Josie, started to bring tea and sugar. One day Angela asked Larry if
he would like to volunteer. Josie had become very poorly and Larry was becoming ill
looking after his beloved wife. It was a difficult decision to place her into a care
home.
Larry began volunteering with us, and what a volunteer he is! We are so blessed to
have him as part of our team. During this time he has been poorly himself but never
complains.
He is our ‘gofa’ an apt name he would approve of with his
great sense of humour. As he jokes ‘gofa this’, ‘gofa that’.
What would we do without him? He takes turns with
other volunteers collecting sandwiches donated by Pret A
Manger and EAT. Larry also does the Greggs and Costco
runs and is willing to help in any way he can. He really is a
Godsend!
Larry has gone through much and yet, always has a smile
and a joke. When Josie was taken into care, he was lost
and down, coming into Cornerstone has helped him so
much, it gets him out and he loves meeting people. Thank
you so much Larry, you are a star, and we love you.

One of our longest working volunteers
had just come back from holiday. She
remarked, “As much as I love to go on
holiday, I love to come back to my work
here in Cornerstone” Many of you say
the same. It is such a blessing to us all!
Between staff, volunteers and all
friends of Cornerstone, we are making a
huge difference in the lives of so many
people. Doing small things with great
love.
Annual Report 2016 – 2017
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Health and Wellbeing
Do-It-Yourself mental health in Manchester
Anyone who is of the opinion that no Annual Report worthy of the name is complete without
an unhealthy overdose of controversial polemic has potted a red and arrived at exactly the
right place – and very welcome you are. The corpse of the mental health service in
Manchester will now be disinterred and picked over for you.
The facts are straightforward. Mohamed (his real name, because he is a real person and this
article is all about reality) came to Manchester from the world’s fifth largest economy and
knocked on Cornerstone’s door with the baggage of paranoid schizophrenia. Sufficient time
permitted for contact to be made the same day with his Community Psychiatric Nurse in the
place from which he had travelled. From this contact, we learned that Mohamed could be
violent when un-medicated, had had a six month spell on remand in custody following an
episode of violence, had been transferred to a psychiatric unit during that spell in custody,
and had had to be secluded during it. On the same day, and on later days, we contacted the
Community Mental Health Team here in Manchester. The clear message was that there had
to be a ‘formal transfer in’ from the team elsewhere in the UK to the team here in
Manchester before anything might happen. The invitation from us to bring to them that day
the written risk assessment we had received from his CPN, and to transport Mohamed to
them for an assessment as to how urgent his position might be, was not accepted.
He was registered with a local general practitioner on the following day. He remained a rough
sleeper for fourteen nights until Manchester City Council accommodated him after a robust
intervention by senior members of its homelessness team. There is no criticism of the Council
here.
We don’t know whether the Community Mental Health Team has yet engaged with
Mohamed – because no one has informed us. It is convenient for people in the NHS and, in
particular, the Mental Health Services, (to whom we refuse to refer as the ‘Agencies’, as they
are all PEOPLE, not anonymous entities, employed to serve disadvantaged members of the
public) to signpost to us, but there must be a reciprocal relationship when we try to engage
with them. In particular, we must no longer be fobbed off with the mantra of ‘data
protection’: no one who uses the phrase can explain exactly what it means – and when they
can depart from it - and, in particular, not one of our clients has ever sought to rely on it.
Any mental health practitioner who feels discomforted by what he/she has read, then to you
I apologise, because I will have failed in my task: I had hoped to enrage you, rather than
discomfort you. You are not the cause of this alarming and shameful state of affairs but you
are part of the remedy. You need to stamp your feet and slam a few doors in places where it
might matter. You are the captains of this sinking ship, but we are picking up the pieces of the
wreckage.
Finally, let us address the Do-It-Yourself part of the title of this article. A survey of our client
database revealed that about 80% of our clients had mental health issues of varying
gradations. Coincidentally, the Booth Centre’s survey at the same time threw up a similar
16
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statistic. This was a confirmation of something we had suspected, and it focussed our
thinking. We already knew that the provision of physical and intellectual activities promoted
good mental health but we decided that we should focus, to a greater extent than we had
done hitherto, on offering more activities for our clients. The result has been a programme
consisting of a half day at the formidable ‘Challenge For Change’ venue in Trafford Park,
regular arts and crafts sessions, cycling at the velodrome, sewing, an allotment, day walks,
half-day walks with museum visits, cooking classes, English classes, computer classes and, not
least, a Tuesday afternoon with darts, table tennis, arts and crafts, cards and board games. All
of these have proved to be a great success in terms of positive feedback from clients, but far
more important than feedback, is what the support workers have noticed: our clients seem
happier.
We wish for nothing more.
Howard

Tom’s Story

Life Story

Tom is 53 years old. His problem started when he split with his partner and lost his
job about four years ago. He receives ESA as he suffers from anxiety, depression and
paranoid schizophrenia. He also suffers from angina and vascular disease on his leg.
He was living in Bradford but had to move out because he was bullied. Then he was
sectioned to 28 days in Bradford’s Lynfield Mount Hospital. He left the hospital and
came to Manchester. He wanted to move to Manchester hoping to be with his family
here, but he could not live with them because they had small children and had no
spare rooms.
Tom came to Cornerstone in April. We contacted the hospital in Bradford and
explained that Tom had arrived with us in Manchester, and was homeless. We
worked with the hospital and bought a ticket for him to go back to the hospital.
Three weeks later, he came back to Cornerstone with
a tent. When we asked him where he had been
sleeping with his tent, he said he had been sleeping
on his mother’s grave in the Southern Cemetery. Even
though it was safer to be in the cemetery when no
one else was around to bother him, he was still very
scared. We told Tom he could stay with us at
Cornerstone, and got the outreach team involved due
to his vulnerability.
Since then, Tom has moved on to a shared house in
the Manchester area. He is very happy and comes to
Cornerstone for a chat and his lunch.

Annual Report 2016 – 2017
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Joyce’s Story

Life Story

Many of our people come to Cornerstone because they are lonely and need
company. This is a most important part of what we do. It is very rewarding to see our
service users change because we have helped them in some way and they have
befriended someone.
Joyce has been coming into Cornerstone for the last 15 years. When asked what she
feels about us, her eyes lit up and she said ‘Fantastic’ and she explained that when
she hears all the bad news on the TV it
frightens her, and she has to get out to
escape the news. She went on to say: “I feel
safe and loved in this place; I have a
breakfast, chat to people, and buy some
clothing. I don’t have much money, but this
helps my budget. I am also deaf and if I have
problems with bills the staff are happy to
help me with making phone calls and they
usually sort this out for me.”
“I couldn’t manage on my own in my home
as I became ill, and I was offered supported
accommodation where I now live. The staff
at the home are in touch with Cornerstone
and they work together to support me in any
way they can. I am content with my situation
and thank Cornerstone so much for always
being there for me, a lifeline.”

It is a sad fact that there are so many people today suffering from loneliness. Not all people
that visit our centre are homeless; many are suffering with mental illness, depression,
drug/alcohol problems, and loneliness. When people come into Cornerstone, we assess
them. If we find we can support them in some way we set to work to help them. We have
seen many lives changed, all because of a little attention, listening, and care. Many of our
service users have been supported in moving on to better, more suitable accommodation,
encouraged to join classes, supporting them in registering with doctors and dentists. We have
a resident optician where they are able to have a free pair of prescription glasses. Others, if
younger and stronger, may join our allotment as a volunteer or go on walks in various beauty
spots, and are provided with food and drinks etc. It doesn’t take a lot to help someone to
regain their self-respect and to enjoy life again.
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Jesus said: I am the resurrection. Anyone
who believes in me, even though that
person dies, will live, and whoever lives
and believes in me will never die.
John 11:25-26

Rita Allcock
Garry Farrell
Mark Harris
Bernard McGarrithy
Femmi Omorere
Bernadette Touhy
Helen White

May
Their Souls
Rest in
Eternal
Peace
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In recent years, the ashes of two of our
clients have been buried in our ground.
One of them is a young man called Chris,
who used to live opposite Cornerstone.
Chris had a drug problem and was only in
his early 20s when he passed away. His
sister had charge over his ashes, and felt it
should be buried here at Cornerstone. She
often comes with flowers to pay her
respect.
Merrick used to volunteer to do gardening
for us and now his ashes are scattered in
our garden.
Rita Allcock, one of our devoted
volunteers, has recently departed. Her
family is going to donate a bench in
memory of her, as she used to wait for the
Ring-n-Ride on a chair and would have
surely loved to sit on a comfortable bench.
We would like to show our gratitude to her
family.
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Special Events
Rome Visit
A group of thirteen staff, volunteers and clients from Cornerstone were among many from
around the world invited to join Pope Francis on 10 November 2016 to celebrate the end of
the Holy Year of Mercy.
Nine of the chosen who went on this amazing journey had experienced homelessness; some
had never been on a holiday or owned a passport. Because of Cornerstone, they are now in
accommodation, some in employment, and a few volunteer at our centre.
Pope Francis spoilt all of the 4,000 present. His love and compassion for the poor shone
throughout these four amazing days. Often we were so close to him. Two of our group shook
hands with him. When he came into the hall the cheers and love for him was unbelievable as
he gently touched the faces of the poor, smiling at all. This is a Pope who loves to be with the
poor, a man understanding the less
fortunate and also caring for them, a
man of action. Pope Francis does many
deeds that do not get reported, often
driving around the streets of Rome at
night in an old car dressed as a humble
priest feeding the homeless. He has
installed showers and housed some
families at the Vatican, and much more.
Ken was presented
to Pope Francis.
Such a blessing!
He still has a
twinkle in his eye
when we
mention it. The
joy he felt that
day was
priceless, he
touched us all
with the
humble way
he accepted
his
invitation.
We
witnessed
the Pope
wrap his arms
around a man tenderly for a few minutes
20
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and the man could
not contain his
emotions, tears fell
gently down his
cheeks. We were all
moved. The Pope
asked some of the
homeless to come
and pray over him,
which they did with
great dignity, this
touched all present.
We were all tired
much of the time as
there was so much to see and do on the programme and not easy when you do not know
Rome. In spite of this, our group loved and will remember this journey forever. All of our lives
have been changed in some way. Our group of thirteen worked together in a brilliant way, a
pleasure to be with. We started the journey as friends and returned as family. Thanks to
everyone, all with a gift to share!
This truly was a pilgrimage of a lifetime for all, so many blessings received, so much joy,
encouragement and sharing. Six months later, we all agreed a bond has been created
between us, and believe our lives have been changed forever from this experience.
Many thanks to Mark Wiggin at Caritas; Fratello; Bishop John of Salford; and all those who
donated to send us on this special
journey. You were in our thoughts and
Andrew
Enthusiast
prayers, it would not have been possible
Angela
Angel Extraordinaire
without your help and we will be forever
Ann
The Fun Loving Roving Reporter
grateful.
Andrew
Maître D'
Carole
Navigator/Motivator
Frank
Determined
Ian
McDonalds Spotter
Justin
Gentle Encourager
Ken
Helper to All
Marjorie Planner/Patience Provider
Paul
The Trier
Robert
Joker/Joy Giver
Roisin
Encourager/Map Reader
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Sr. Lucy’s 80th Birthday
Sr. Lucy celebrated her 80th birthday with
Cornerstone friends and family this year.
Sr. Lucy joined us at Cornerstone fifteen years
ago. She had recently retired from the Rescue
Society, a charity that provided love and
support to many children in need of a secure,
safe and loving home. Tony Murray, a friend
and colleague of hers, asked her if she would
like to be the Director of Cornerstone Day
Centre. He obviously knew this work would, in many ways, be similar to the work she was
already doing. Sr. Lucy agreed! We were delighted, as we knew of her amazing work with
children at the Rescue. Many of these
children, now adults, keep in touch with
her as she was like a loving mother to
all in her care.
She brings this same love to
Cornerstone and its people. She cares
very much for everyone that visits our
centre and supports them in her gentle
way with a reassuring, motherly love.
Collectively, staff and clients presented
Sr. Lucy with a ‘Lowry’ painting of two
poor men fighting in the street and had a plaque especially made for her, commemorating
her birthday.
We would all like to congratulate Sr.
Lucy and thank her for continuing
the wonderful work that her
predecessor, Sr. Pauline Gaughan,
began ten years earlier: working and
caring for the marginalised and
homeless of Manchester. You are so
special to all at Cornerstone Sr. Lucy,
may you continue to be our Director
for many more years to come.
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Celebrating 25th Anniversary with the Volunteers
St. Kentigern’s Fundraising Night
Cornerstone hosted a fantastic night
on 21 October 2016, at
St Kentigern’s club, celebrating
Cornerstone's 25 years of working
with the homeless, poor and
vulnerable. It was a night to say a
huge thank you to our many
volunteers. Without the help and
commitment of our volunteers,
Cornerstone could not have opened
its doors. Over a 100 people
attended and a great night was had
by all.
During the night a number of choirs
entertained the audience, first up
was The Voice, next was a group
from Loreto College, then a solo by
the amazing Lauren, and last but by
no means least was ‘The
Cornerstone Choir'. The night ended
with disco music by Jim, which was
a floor-filler.
Our heartiest gratitude goes to all
who took part making it a most
enjoyable night.
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Christmas Festivities
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Section Two
Safe Haven

Section Two – Safe Haven

THANK YOU
CORNERSTONE

What an incredible place for the
homeless and vulnerable people
of the area to come to and receive
practical help, hot food and drink,
respite, shelter and much more. All
delivered with unceasing love, care
and dignity for those in need.
Margaret
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Overview
Due to the increasing number of refugees
and homeless people needing a safe place
to sleep, Cornerstone is responding to the
crisis. The Cornerstone team of staff and
volunteers have been putting in place
more ‘pods’. These porta-cabins provide
safe, temporary accommodation.
Cornerstone had three pods introduced
last winter. They provide seven beds.
Another seven pods have since been obtained to provide another seventeen beds. There are
also indoor folding guest beds for emergency use. With these pods and guest beds, this vital
service provides desperately needed beds to offer a ‘Safe Haven’ for the clients. Refugees and
homeless people benefiting from the Safe Haven have access to food, showers, and washing
facilities too.
Above all, they will be welcomed by a caring and supportive team of people committed to
helping them. The goal is to work closely with other voluntary organisations and Manchester
City Council to help people move onto their own accommodation and make real the city’s
Homeless Charter.
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Sports – Gyms and Football
We have organised a football team for our clients,
volunteers and staff to keep fit and have fun. They
practice once a week and continue to improve their
already impressive skills. Julian, one of our support
workers, is the team manager and Shrek is the team’s
mascot.
Our football team
has also taken part in various local competitions. On 27
October 2016, they took part in the Equality FC 5-a-side
competition at the Lucozade League Stadium in
Manchester, a charity based in the Northwest that
promotes the use of sport to develop disadvantaged
adults. Our team won
two games, drew
one, and lost one.
The next competition they will take part in will be the
national Street2Feet 5-a-side football competition on
27 April 2017 at the Powerleague Manchester Central
(Ardwick) Football Centre, 20 Union St, Manchester
M12 4JD and the Refugee World Cup 2017 on 24 June
at Albert Park, Grecian Street, Manchester M7 1JF.

Zak's Story

Life Story

Zak is an asylum seeker from Eritrea who had been sleeping rough on the steps of a
mosque in Moss Side. He was hungry and exhausted when he bumped into a kind
individual on Denmark Road who told him to come into Cornerstone. And we are so
pleased that he did! Zak mentioned to a member of staff that he liked to run, which
was great – we always encourage healthy exercise. However, a few days later a coach
from an established running club in Liverpool phoned Cornerstone to enquire after
Zak. He then went on to say that Zak had great potential as a middle to long distance
runner and had won many competitions he had entered whilst representing his club.
He went on to say that, in his opinion, with the right coaching and training Zak could
even run for the UK in the Commonwealth Games at some
point in the future. We were stunned! This was amazing news!
A staff member contacted a local running group and Zak is now
attending three training sessions per week, alongside elite
athletes, under the watchful eye of a highly experienced coach,
who has high hopes for him. We are so proud of Zak.
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At a Glance
Growth

Number of Overnight Sleepers in Safe Haven
657
598
544
422
343

440

407
343

275
180

Diversity

Nationalities of Beneficaries
Sudan
43%

Eritrea
10%

Iraq
6%
Iran
18%

Syria
25%
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Moving on

Number of Beneficiaries













































































































104
4
108
men

women

people in total

Door Steps – From the street to the suite
Preparation
Training

Stabilise
People

Friends and
Family, 6

Supported
Housing

Short-Term
Respite, 7

Rented
Accommodation,
9
St. Vincent
Housing
Association, 16

Honest
Brokerage
Service

Secure and
Maintain
Tenancy

Destinations of
Clients Moving on
Waiting to Move
on to Permanent
Accommodation,
49

Hostels, 21
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Mohammed's Story

Life Story

Mohammed lived in a small village outside Aleppo; he was forced to flee his village
because of the on-going conflict in Syria. Mohammed made the dangerous journey
from his home village to the UK.
In less than three months, he travelled from his village to the UK. He crossed Europe
using whatever means at his disposal. When a body of water blocked his path, he
swam across it. Mohammed made his way by ships, trains, buses and on foot. He
spent forty days in the Calais jungle. The horrendous and inhumane conditions
caused him to travel further across Europe and arrive in the UK.

After being granted asylum in the UK, he arrived in Manchester. Mohammed was
homeless. He spent some time sleeping in a mosque, when this was no longer an
option; he slept for a few nights in a garden because he felt a little safer there than
being on the street. Fortunately, Mohammed heard about Cornerstone. When he
arrived at the centre, he was tired and very frightened. After he had been assessed,
he was offered a bed in our Safe Haven night shelter, where he spent three months
with us. During that time, he helped around the centre and was a fantastic help in
our clothing shop.
Mohammed has now moved into a shared house, where he is extremely happy and
attends Salford College, studying English. When he is not at college, Mohammed runs
our clothing shop at Cornerstone. He sorts all the bags of clothing, hangs them up
and looks after the day-to-day running of the shop. He works late into the evenings,
making sure everything is organised for the next day. He is a natural!
Everyone at Cornerstone is delighted and grateful for the commitment and effort he
shows. This is his way of saying thank-you to Cornerstone for giving him a chance for
a better life. Today,
Mohammed hugged
staff and volunteers at
Cornerstone. He told
them that they are now
his family.
Mohammed is a lovely,
kind, honest and gentle
young man; it's a
pleasure to work
alongside him. We have
high hopes for him for
the future.
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Section Three
Education
Programme

Section Three – Education Programme

THANK YOU
CORNERSTONE

Cornerstone has been part of my life for
many years. It is a very special place and
holds a very special place in my heart and
life. I enjoy coming and respect the work
that is done here and the beneficial effect
it has on the lives of the many hundreds
of people whose lives, including mine, have
been touched and improved by the love
and help that is always available.
Anon
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Literacy and Numeracy Training
Over the past two years, Cornerstone has seen a dramatic increase in the number of asylum
seekers and refugees accessing our services. Initially, the needs revolved around emergency
accommodation. However, it soon became apparent that these individuals from Syria, Sudan,
Eritrea and other countries, faced a myriad of social, educational and emotional obstacles
that transcended homelessness.

Key Services Developed

In-House Teaching
90% pass rate for internal
and external exams in FE
Access to FE
Link to ESOL Colleges and
access to financial support
Access to HE
Support UCAS applications
Community Links
Talk English, school visits, and
facilitate referral network
TESOL Training
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On a daily basis, Cornerstone observed
that newly arrived migrants struggled to
find employment opportunities, engage
with health and welfare services, and
essentially, settle into their new host
nation.
It soon became apparent that local
colleges were too inundated to fulfil the
demand placed on them from refugees
coming into Manchester. Cornerstone
sought to address this problem by
appointing Andrés as the educational
coordinator to set up daily English
classes at the centre.

Cornerstone - Caritas Diocese of Salford

Our education programme began in September 2016. Initially, we were only offering English
and Mathematics classes to refugees and asylum seekers who were staying in our emergency
accommodation, as part of our Safe Haven project. However, as the weeks went on, we
became aware of increasing numbers of migrants from the wider community, requesting
English classes. They were unable to receive classes from colleges, or existing courses were
not appropriate as that they needed more academic classes that would help them transition
into higher education. We started with approximately 20 learners in September, and without
actively promoting our services, student numbers have risen to more than 60 learners. Some
learners are at the beginning of their educational journey, and some are about to commence
university courses. We endeavour to support all those who pass through our doors.
With an ever-growing demand,
we are always looking for
enthusiastic volunteers to
provide one to one tuition and
in-class support. We provide
training to volunteers, so if you
are interested in becoming part
of our educational program to
support clients in making
tangible differences in their
lives, please do not hesitate to
contact us!
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At a Glance
Growth

The growth in education provision during 2016-2017
Learners
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Courses
From 09/16

5

Mathematics

Pre Entry

Entry 1

To 02/17

7

Mathematics

Pre Entry

Entry 1
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Entry 2

Entry 3

Level 1

Entry 3

Level 1 Level 2

IELTS
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Section Four
Financial
Matters

Section Four – Financial Matters

THANK YOU
CORNERSTONE
I was in need. If I had known about
Cornerstone, perhaps I may have
changed my life sooner!
Sean
Thank you for helping me to beat my
addiction. I am now working. I met
a lovely woman that is now my wife.
I couldn’t have coped without your
support and encouragement.
Anon

Summary of Provision and Expenditure
Day Centre

Safe Haven

£268,719

£63,531

£22,955

£82,924

£291,674

£146,455

Income
Charitable donations
Grants and other income
Total income
Expenditure
Staffing cost

£177,286

£65,097

Household expenses

£56,333

£20,121

Support cost

£23,453

£8,209

Overheads

£17,292

£2,602

£274,364

£96,029

Total expenditure

£300,000

£22,955
£17,292
£23,453

£250,000

£56,333
£200,000

£150,000

£268,719
£82,924

£2,602
£8,209
£20,121

£63,531

£65,097

£177,286

£100,000

£50,000

£0

Day Centre Income
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Day Centre
Expenditure

Safe Haven Income

Safe Haven
Expenditure

Charitable donations

Grants and other income

Staffing cost

Household expenses

Support cost

Overheads
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Our Donors
One constant in the daily round of Cornerstone life is the unceasing stream of donors who
grace our door. They arrive without fanfare from within the diocese and across the region.
They are from schools, colleges and parishes, from local businesses and organisations, and
from our brothers and sisters of other faiths. They bring with them food, clothing, household
goods or monetary gifts. They are independent of one another but share the same spirit of
generosity and motivation to improve the lives of the marginalised in Manchester.
Large businesses and organisations such as Costco, Eat, FairShare, Gregg's, the Hogben Family
Trust, the Joseph Cox Charity, Manchester Relief In Need, Big Change Manchester,
Manchester Cabins, Financial Options, Tzu Chi Foundation, Nando’s, and Pret continue their
untiring support.
We express our thanks to our donors:
Without you, our mission would be the poorer and many of our
aims would remain unfulfilled;
Without you, many hundreds of our men and women would
remain in wretched circumstances;
We promise you that we will be true and faithful to the trust
you have placed in us;
You are remembered each morning in our prayers;
Thank you and God bless you.
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Company’s
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Cornerstone receives a small amount of public funding, and we mostly
rely completely on the generosity of individuals, businesses,
organisations and grants from charitable trusts. We are tremendously
grateful for the support we have received since we began in 1991:
without you, Cornerstone could not be the special place it is for so
many people.
As we continue to develop our services to provide for the needs of the
homeless and vulnerable people in Manchester, we need your support
more than ever.
If you can help us by:




regular giving
a one-off gift
sponsoring an accommodation pod

then please get in touch.

How to find us
Cornerstone Day Centre
104b Denmark Road
Manchester
M15 6JS
 0161 232 8888
 info@cornerstonecds.org.uk
 www.cornerstonecds.org.uk
/CornerstoneCDS
@CornerstoneCds

Cornerstone Day Centre is a self standing project
under the umbrella of Caritas Diocese of Salford
Regisered Charity Number 1125808
Registered Company Number 6594417
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